Voice Strengthening and Interactive Theatre for Women’s Productive Income-Generating Activities in Sustainable Development
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Abstract

This article introduces the importance of voice strengthening for women who are living in poverty and self-identify as wanting to pursue income-generating activities. Furthermore, it describes using interactive theatre to explore the various components of income-generating activities, which can support women in more fully participating in their own sustainable development. By focusing on the Voices for Change Workshop I developed and a specific application of this workshop for a group of women in Nicaragua, I offer practical methods for women to strengthen their voices, and methods for women to use their strong voices to explore possible income-generating activities. The workshop encourages women to critically engage with potential income-generating activities and to identify activities that could promote sustainability in their own lives, their environment and the world.
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1. Introduction

There are multiple barriers that keep women who are living in poverty from participating in their own sustainable development. These include, but are certainly not limited to: lack of education, fluency in the dominant language, access to land or capital, internalized oppression, social and political structures that trap women in a life of poverty, and lack of vocal strength and confidence. The final barrier, lack of vocal strength and confidence, does not appear in many scholarly considerations on gender equity and sustainable development, but I strongly believe that it is an important consideration in women’s ability to participate in their own sustainable development. This article focuses particularly on women’s income-generating activities as one aspect of sustainable development. By focusing on the Voices for Change Workshop I developed, and a specific application of this workshop for a group of women in Nicaragua, I offer practical methods for women to strengthen their voices, and methods for women to use their strong voices through interactive theatre to explore potential income-generating activities towards their own sustainable development. My hope is, thereby, to communicate the importance of supporting women’s voices and to have development practitioners recognize these methods as valuable tools in supporting women’s participation in their own sustainable development. As author Kathleen O-Reilly emphasizes, “gendered participatory approaches have grown popular as project planners seek ways to incorporate women’s knowledge and labor into development projects” (2006).

The World Commission on Environment and Development in 1987 defined the phrase ‘sustainable development’ as, “development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (1987). The consideration of achieving sustainable development in relationship with gender equity has certainly increased in prominence in the last decades. Author Gerd Johnsson-Latham conducted a study examining to what extent women live in a more sustainable way and leave a smaller ecological footprint than men, and why and how gender equality is essential to sustainable development (Johnsson-Latham, 2007).

2. Materials Studied

2.1 Gender and Sustainable Development

The marriage of gender with global initiatives-such as the Millennium Development Goals-highlighted the importance of gender equity in achieving sustainable development and the reduction of poverty. It is striking
how frequently gender is named in the context of poverty alleviation strategies (Rodenberg, 2004). UNICEF’s report, The State of the World’s Children 2007: Women and Children, the Double Dividend of Gender Equity, states that “Gender equality will not only empower women to overcome poverty, but also their children, families, communities and countries. When seen in this light, gender equality is not only morally right – it is pivotal to human progress and sustainable development. Moreover, gender equality produces a double dividend: It benefits both women and children” (viii). According to author Daraka Chhay, since women are more likely to spend their income on improving the family situation, their economic empowerment benefits their children, “who are generally more likely to attend school and have better nutrition” (2011).

Women have become prominent targets for empowerment initiatives and they are frequently staged by development agencies as agents of change (Bieri, 2009). In the last few decades, spurred on by the successes of innovators like Bangladeshi economist Muhammad Yunus-who developed a system of microcredit loans given primarily to women through the Grameen Bank (Yunus, 2007)-many development agencies are increasing their emphasis on assisting women to secure income through their own efforts, which are “often categorized as ‘income-generating activities’ and cover initiatives as diverse as small business promotion, cooperative undertakings, job creation schemes, sewing circles, credit and savings groups and youth training programmes” (Albee, 1994). Income-generating activities can be defined as “initiatives that affect the economic aspects of people’s lives through the use of economic tools such as credit” (2). Some prefer the use of the phrase “women’s productive activities”. In 1994 UNICEF began to use the phrase ‘women’s productive activities’ and joined a general, but not unanimous, move by development agencies away from the use of the phrase ‘income-generating activities’ because it continued to conjure up images of women undertaking marginal economic activities far removed from gender issues and the goal of women’s empowerment (Albee, 1994). I will utilize the phrases ‘women’s productive income-generating activities’ and ‘income-generating activities’ to be sufficiently descriptive and inclusive of both phrases.

However, caution and deep consideration of women’s lives should be considered in making them the focus of so much development attention, as the result can be the piling of more work on an already oppressed and impoverished population. The promotion of income-generating activities should be approached carefully because of the “ways in which earning money may extend women’s options, but may also intensify their workload and responsibilities without necessarily increasing their autonomy (Pearson, 2007). In one study it was noted how most of the working mothers had little or no access to the income they generated (Abbi et al., 1991). It is also possible that the money earned can result in a decreased contribution from a husband who resents being displaced as the family provider, increased domestic violence and other unintended negative consequences (Ellson, 1999). Yet for women assuming the sole responsibility for the welfare of their families, these issues are less relevant.

Thus, it is with the acknowledgment that income-generating activity is anything but a quick fix for improving women’s lives, but that, regardless, many women living in poverty desire to, and can, fulfill some of their own and their family’s needs by initiating income-generating activities. Furthermore, as I hope this article indicates, these efforts can, when partnered with vocal strengthening and rehearsal of strong voices through interactive theatre, contribute to a woman’s transformation from a passive recipient of her prescribed reality, to an actor/author in scripting her possible future. She can also, when facilitated in critically exploring her options, attempt to design income-generating activities that not only help her work her way out of poverty, but also are aligned with her values and ultimately contribute towards the sustainability of her family, community and world.

2.2 Theatre for Development

In this work I draw upon the theory, practice and techniques of Theatre for Development, which uses theatre as a way of engaging a community in a workshop setting to catalyze action and change (McCarthy, vii). Theatre for Development has many names and is applied in many fields by professionals in a variety of disciplines. Those working in public health often refer to these techniques as Behavior Change Communication (Salem, 2008). Those in fields such as geography refer to it as theatre-based Participatory Development (McCarthy). Theatre practitioners most often referred to it as Theatre of the Oppressed, Theatre for Social Change, Theatre for Development, or more recently, under the umbrella phrase, Applied Theatre (Prentki). All of these forms use theatre as a way to engage marginalized people-most often in non-traditional performance spaces-to participate in transforming their own lives.

Augusto Boal is credited with being the founder of this type of work by drawing upon the writing of educational theorist Paulo Freire (Freire) to develop techniques for using theatre as a dialogue and an opportunity to act out social change. His creation of Forum Theatre, in which he transforms passive spectators into agents of change, or
'spect-actors' revolutionized theatre for social change. In Forum Theatre anyone present can interrupt the action, replace an actor, and change the direction of the action. “In forum theatre no idea is imposed: the audience, the people, have the opportunity to try out all their ideas, to rehearse all the possibilities, and to verify them in practice, that is, in theatrical practice… It is not the place of the theatre to show the correct path, but only to offer the means by which all possible paths may be examined (Boal, 1985).” His seminal book Theatre of the Oppressed was the catalyst for subsequent work and development in this field.

2.3 Area Description: Site and Population Description

The Central American country of Nicaragua is situated between Honduras to the north and Costa Rica to the south. The host organization for this intervention was the American Association for the Care of Children (AACC) that promotes support for those involved in early childhood care and education, through educational programs and projects. Participants for the workshop were drawn from two primary AACC programs. Twelve workshop participants were from the Programa Integral Educando con Amor y Tenure (PIEAT), situated in the northern village of Jalapa, engaging local women in grassroots relationship and democracy building through early education childhood care and educational initiatives. It should be noted that the PIEAT group is a fairly sophisticated and informed group of already empowered women who have received extensive training in early childhood education, social work, and community development practices. Thirteen workshop participants were from a program at La Chureca, the largest landfill in Managua, home to more than 1,500 people, some of whom have been living there since the late 1960s and most of whom live on about $1 to $2 US a day. Many of these women were experienced community organizers and some were less involved and experienced in social action initiatives.

The two-day intensive Voices for Change Workshop took place in the capital city Managua, at the Karios Center for Formation, from 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM each day. Karios itself is engaged in community development and was founded on the principles of liberation theology; given it has the same theoretical foundation from which Freire wrote, it was extremely supportive of this workshop. The women from the Jalapa PIEAT program resided at the Karios center during the workshop, along with myself, AACC's founder and executive director, Debbie Young, and other volunteers. The actual workshop took place in an outdoor roofed structure with no walls on the Karios grounds.

All of the participants were community leaders to varying degrees—evident by their participation in the AACC programs—but all also lived at an extremely low-income level. I was told by an AACC employee that most participants didn't own their own homes, probably could not afford three meals a day, and had very low levels of education and no access to health care, other than when giving birth. Two of the women in the workshop brought their young daughters, and one PIEAT woman from Jalapa who couldn't make it, due to bad health, sent her 18-year-old son in her place.

2.4 Methods

When planning this intervention with Debbie Young, in the months preceding its implementation, she said that all of the participants were primarily interested in strengthening their voices towards the ultimate goal of improving their ability to generate income for their families. The women in Jalapa wanted their program to be financially sustainable (which would then ensure and, perhaps, increase their modest stipends). Thus, I designed a 2-day workshop for this intervention that first focused on vocal strength and confidence, and secondly on using this strong voice to explore and critically engage with key aspects of successful income-generating models from around the world. Recognizing that income generation is a very difficult and multifaceted process, the goal of this workshop was simply to begin to involve these women in their own sustainable development by strengthening their voices for participation and to practice using these voices to explore key aspects of successful income-generating activities.

2.5 Techniques: Planning this Intervention

The planning for this intervention began in October of 2011 between Debbie Young and myself. Debbie had heard of the workshop I had developed for women to strengthen their voices and was interested in hosting this for the groups of Nicaraguan women she works with through AACC. She, and the women in Nicaragua, were primarily interested in applying this process to income-generating activities. My goal was to provide technical input for these already cohesive and relatively trained groups of community leaders who would be supported by the AACC programs to support and deepen the practice of the work. I learned from Debbie that the La Chureca women were already engaged in making small purses and earrings out of recycled plastic packaging to sell—almost exclusively to tourists. Debbie expressed her desire for the women to explore other income-generating possibilities that did not perpetuate dependency on people and markets outside Nicaragua,
namely rich tourists from the USA. Since I have most recently used my vocal workshop on the Navajo Nation, for a Women’s Energy Project that helps women strengthen their voices for participation in generating income by selling solar-powered lights, I shared with Debbie the possibility of using solar-powered lights as an example in the workshop setting, especially as access to energy is such an important aspect of development (Clancy et al., 2007). Nokero is a company in Denver with whom I have already worked, so their relatively inexpensive solar-powered light bulbs seemed like a natural choice. Debbie thought that this would be a good idea for expanding the participants’ ideas of possible activities, since access to energy was also an important issue facing many families in Nicaragua. I realize that it is not realistic to think of taking a project design that is working in one cultural context and replicate it in another very different cultural context. My intention was to simply use this clean energy technology as an example for the women to consider for themselves and to use their voices to explore and critique within their cultural context in the workshop setting. Before traveling to Nicaragua I was also able to meet with Edis Cardoza Blondon who is Nicaraguan and an AACC staff member residing in Jalapa, to consult with me on the design for the workshop. Upon arriving in Nicaragua in January of 2012, I was able to thoroughly go over the plans for the workshop again with Edis-who would serve as the translator-receiving further feedback as to the workshop design and content, and to practice for the following days.

When designing the workshop, I relied upon the structure of the Voices for Change Workshop that I have been continually developing and refining for various types of populations during the last four years. The first day focused on vocal strengthening and gaining vocal confidence by rehearsing acting on self-identified concerns through interactive theatre. Much of that content was informed by being a professor of theatre and a teacher of acting and performance, including the theoretical knowledge and practical experience gained from that experience. When designing the second day of the workshop, I primarily relied upon my experience with the Navajo Women’s Energy Project, projects I have learned about through conferences, and a thorough review of literature on women’s productive and income-generating activities.

2.6 Implementation of Design for Workshop-1st Day

In Managua, I implemented this design for strengthening voices with the Nicaraguan women in AACC projects via the following practices. On our first day, after introducing myself and stating the goals for our time together, we began with warm-up exercises to get to know each other’s names and to begin to feel comfortable being expressive together. As always, I asked that we arrange ourselves in a circle. These beginning exercises were aimed at simultaneously energizing the space and creating a safe place together to be expressive and to try new behaviors. It was also designed to intentionally nurture community coming together to encourage sustaining each other’s strong voices in the future. My attempt was to engage both their bodies and voices with each exercise, such as saying an open “Ahhh” sound at the very bottom of their vocal range with their hands held low near their knees, and to bring their hands up as high as they could go while they slid vocally to the very top of their range, all in one breath.

Our next focus was on relaxation for a strong voice to release tension which blocks expression and to allow expression to flow out into the entire body. Standing upright, I asked participants to allow their head to fall forward and to continue to allow the head to pull them down, slowly through the spine, one vertebrae at a time, until they where completely slumped over with hands nearly touching the ground, and then build up the spine again, starting at the tailbone, all the while keeping the head, arms and shoulders relaxed. After doing exercises for full breath, we did an exercise of vocalizing on a yawn to open their throats, since throat muscles often constrict and censor the voice when it becomes emotional or nervous. By repeatedly stretching our faces open and then pinching them closed we increased the expressivity of our faces for a strong voice. We experimented with volume in several exercises to explore that component of a strong voice. Finally, we did exercises for authentic eye contact-giving direction to our strong voices by trying to incorporate and maintain the benefits of all the previous exercises while making eye contact. Next, I asked participants to stand across from a partner while maintaining eye contact and to declare in a strong voice-at twice the volume they would usually use-their most passionate social concern facing their lives, their community, their nation or the world. Returning to our circle, I asked them to repeat that concern one at a time to the entire group, making authentic contact with each person in the circle.

Since one of the goals of the workshop is to encourage critical engagement, I stopped the action at this point and invited participants to reflect on their feeling of this expanded voice they all just experienced. I asked them to share with each other how they felt about their voices as strong and what it might be like to use this voice in their daily lives. I asked what might change for the better, or for the worse, if they did. This also served the purpose of allowing the participants to understand how other participants felt about their voices, which is important if they are to effectively support each other’s voices in their communities. For this workshop I introduced a way for
each women to measure her own feeling about her voice by creating a vertical chart with the numbers one to ten
and a correlating drawing of a woman on top near the one with her mouth wide open happily speaking, a woman
near the five looking moderately confident speaking, and a woman near the ten not speaking at all. Each woman
was asked to use her hand to indicate where she would rate her feeling of her voice in three different
situations-in the workshop setting, at home with her family, and in a public setting-on the chart. The chart was
large enough for everyone to see in the circle, so I walked around to each woman with the chart to have her
indicate how she felt in each setting.

During the second half of that day, we devised ways that we could act on these concerns using our strong voices
and practiced new possibilities for using a strong voice in real-life situations by using interactive theatre
techniques. The most pressing concern of the group that emerged was domestic violence, so together we
rehearsed one woman trying to use her voice to report on and then confront her husband about his abuse, with
workshop participants taking the various roles and commenting on the action. Throughout this process, we tried
to focus on different strategies for solving one single persistent problem, exploring many different ways
participants could use their voices, such as alone, in groups, or on behalf of each other.

2.7 Implementation of Design for Workshop-2nd Day

At the beginning of the second day of the workshop, I stated that the goal for the day was for women’s voices to
participate in income-generating activities and for women to use their voices to critically engage with different
ideas for income-generating activities. I acknowledged that such activities are extremely difficult, need continual
support, and take a lot of research and testing. I stated that we would simply be starting the process by
introducing and exploring common components of women’s income-generating activities, and that we would be
exploring two possible products for income generation to consider within these components. The first component
that I introduced for exploration was a women’s support group, which are sometimes referred to as solidarity
groups (Albee, 1994) and often overseen by an NGO or governmental agency to provide support, training and
sometimes even loans. To explore being in such a group and having to share decision making, I asked the
participants to divide into four groups and to begin by deciding on a name for their group together. Next, I asked
the groups to try a trust exercise in which they all stood close together with one person in the middle of the circle
with her arms crossed against her chest and her eyes closed. I asked that center person to let herself continually
fall off balance, relying on the rest of the group to keep her from falling.

The next component we explored was market analysis and so I asked the women from La Chureca if we could
use the various purses and earrings they made from recyclables to conduct a brief market analysis on each of
these products. There were four products, a different one for each group, that consisted of earrings, a small,
recycled coin purse, a larger recycled purse, and a shopping bag sewed of cloth. I asked each group to identify
their target market for their product by considering: who they thought would want to buy this product; if they
would forecast any growth predictions for this market; and if they saw any trends with this market. Once each
group had done that, we had them briefly report their results to the rest of the group so we could experience
analyzing the competition.

Then, in more of a discussion format, I introduced the components of capital-the need for some seed money or a
loan through microcredit-and together we discussed possible outlets for attaining capital. Finally, we discussed
the components of sustainability, both in terms of the long-term resilience of the marketing plan, but also the
sustainability of the activities as being healthy for the environment or taking from and/or destroying natural
resources. After lunch, we repeated this process with the Nokero solar-powered light bulbs as the product,
instead of the recycled purses and earrings. We concluded the day by comparing and contrasting the two
different products in light of the components of income-generating activities.

3. Results: Outcomes of Intervention

3.1 Outcomes for 1st Day

One of the outcomes of the first day was that, by arranging myself and the other participants in a circle for most
of the workshop, we were able to share power and dismantle hierarchies more successfully than we might have
in a more classroom-type setting, with me in the front and the participants all facing me. This was made evident
in one way by the fact that the women offered comments when they felt inspired to do so, without consulting me
for approval or permission. Another outcome, as expressed by the participants themselves, was that they began
to see their lives and their condition as women as more malleable that they had previously imagined-not set in
stone. They stated that previous to the workshop they knew that they wanted to change their lives and, indeed,
had been acting on that account, but in the workshop they increased in their awareness of how their voices could
be a powerful tool for doing this. They also realized that they could help each other have strong voices by
supporting each other and by practicing to have strong voices by doing the vocal exercises from the workshop. In fact, in an email correspondence from Debbie following the workshop, when she had returned to Jalapa with the PIEAT women in the workshop, she said that she had witnessed them rehearsing the exercises each morning together and sharing them with other women in their village during the PIEAT’s home visits.

When the women were asked to critically engage with their feelings about their voices, I think that the exercise of marking on the chart their feelings in the workshop, with their family at home, and in a public setting was useful. Each woman seemed to give it a lot of consideration as she marked a level for each feeling on the chart, and a lot of conversation emerged at the end of this exercise as to their generalized feelings about their voices. One woman noted that because there is so much domestic violence, that the rating of feeling of voice in home could be hard to determine. A woman might be thinking of talking with her kids, her sisters and mother, or an abusive husband. The average rating (1 being most confident and 10 least confident) for the workshop participants for the felling of their voices is as follows: in the workshop setting 2.8, at home with family 2.1, and in a public setting 4.

3.2 Outcomes for 2nd Day

On the second day of the workshop, focused on income-generating activities, the support groups were all successful in creating names for themselves. These included: To Know is Sharing; Love Links; Solidarity Group with Love and Peace; and The Eagles. When asked how they worked together to share decision making, they all described various democratic methods for listening to each member’s suggestions and deciding through a process of consensus.

The outcome of the trust exercise, in which one person in the support group was literally supported by the others as she continually fell off balance, was that participants identified how important it was to be responsible as part of a support group in helping each other. Many of the women said that they were happy to have experienced both roles—the supporter and the person being supported. Another participant added that the person being supported had a responsibility too: to not put too much of her weight on the group and cause undue stress on the group. Another woman noted that when someone is missing in the group that it is harder on the others and makes the others feel more vulnerable.

One of the outcomes of the market analysis exercise with the two products, was that each group was able to successfully identify and present to the group a target market and to describe that market. One of the women commented that she appreciated being able to participate in this portion especially, and not just have it be ideas swimming around in her head. The women were supportive and seemed engaged and interested in both products, but they were particularly responsive to the solar-powered lights, since the technology was new to them, and they identified it as answering a real need for access to energy in their communities. With funds raised to cover this workshop, I had purchased and brought enough light bulbs to give one to all the workshop participants to use in their own lives and further consider as a possible product. I was careful to explain to the women that I had no intention of promoting this particular product, but that it is a product used in other projects for the purpose of women’s income-generating activities. In the workshop, Debbie added that she had asked me to share ideas I had used in other projects that were specifically focused on clean energy development. In meeting with Debbie in the weeks following the workshop, I learned that the women in Jalapa took their Nokero solar-powered lights with them on their home visits and that nearly everyone who interacted with the technology in the Jalapa region wanted to buy a light. Debbie applied a few of the tools we used in our lessons on market analysis with the women, and they realized that if they each sold only 4 lights a week with a 50% mark up that they could double the modest stipend each woman received from the program. Therefore, the PIEAT program will be looking into designing and testing a program for selling solar-powered lights as an outcome of this workshop experience.

Another outcome was that the women seemed to understand and value the interactive theatre as a tool for exploring income-generating ideas. After two women had acted out trying to sell the solar-powered lights door to door, I asked the group if anyone had feedback about that scene or if they had other ideas for selling the lights. One woman raised her hand, but instead of explaining her idea to sell the lights in the market, began directing the other women to help her act out her idea. She not only successfully directed the women in acting out her idea, but my assumption is she felt that interactive theatre helped her communicate her idea more effectively than simply describing it.

4. Discussion: Lessons Learned

A lesson that has been consistently underscored as I’ve conduct my Voices for Change Workshop in different countries for various organizations, is that this relatively short-term intervention is likely to be effective and useful only if the fundamental theoretical foundation of the workshop (Freire, 1970; Boal, 1985) is shared by the
host organization and if the host is committed to supporting and deepening the practice of this vocal strengthening work. In this case, the workshop, AACC and even the Karios Center, were all aligned in believing in the women’s ability to transform their own lives through participation in their own development, and the women themselves in the PIEAT program—with whom I have more continued feedback—took control over continuing and deepening the work.

From the focus group with seven of the participants the morning after the workshop, we learned that the women believed that voice was a very important part of succeeding in generating income. One woman said, “If a woman has resources but has no voice, she won’t be able to do anything with those resources.” Another woman added that she was glad to learn of the many ways to strengthen her voice besides just getting louder and yelling.

Based on my own observation of levels of engagement during the workshop, I learned that the second day of the workshop could be improved by introducing more methods for making the exploration of capital and sustainability more active, as the active lessons of the components of income-generating activities seemed to be the most effective. In addition—based on my observation, feedback from the women in the focus group and an AACC staff member—our exploration of market analysis could be made more rigorous and nuanced. A practical understanding of this component, and development of needed skills, would be greatly supported by actually doing an effective analysis of their market. Edis, an AACC staff member, suggested having the workshop take place over multiple weekends so participants could use and try new skills, and then come back with questions and further ideas to try out. Certainly, the cursory introduction supplied by the workshop would need to be advanced by efforts of the sponsoring NGO or governmental organization, to successfully involve participants in doing an effective analysis of their market for various products with qualified experts in that field.

I was concerned that introducing the Nokero solar-powered light bulbs—a slick technology engineered in the USA and made in China—would make the women’s recycled purses seem less desirable, which is why I purposefully introduced the purses first. However, I could see the women visibly considering the options and discussing both product ideas in an engaged manner, especially when I told them how much capital they would need to raise to get a shipment of the lights to Nicaragua, compared to the relatively small amount of capital required to make the purses.

When considering sustainability at the end of the second day, what we all learned was that the solutions for income-generating activities—such as items made from recycled materials and solar-powered lights—can be the same solutions for our lives, our planet and our future, such as less garbage in the landfills and clean energy that doesn’t pollute. We get a double dividend, in terms of sustainability, if the products being sold in income-generating activities raise women out of poverty and are also good for our environment. A few of the women also noted that income-generating activities that were in-line with their values, would also help sustain their commitment and dedication to pursuing this income-generating activity. They compared this to a growing trend of women selling cosmetics door-to-door to women who are living in poverty, and how that did not add any value to their community, but, rather, took resources away from other more legitimate needs.

5. Conclusion

While fully acknowledging that there are many factors to monitor in terms of a woman’s overall life being improved by income-generating activities, for women living in poverty who self-identify as wanting to initiate an income-generating activity, the use of interactive theatre can be an effective tool for introducing necessary aspects of such an endeavor. In my experience, sharing tools for strengthening voices increases confidence and the likely success of these efforts. I hope to continue this research by focusing on the ability of vocal strengthening to address internalized oppression for women living in poverty. Researcher Sabin Bieri argues that “income generating activities for women may lead to empowerment, improved livelihoods, higher living standards and welfare for rural households if a more comprehensive framework is applied” (2009). What this article demonstrates is that part of that comprehensive framework could include methods to strengthen women’s voices and confidence by practicing using those voices to devise solutions for their own sustainable development.

These efforts could help foster transformation in a dramatic way—in each woman individually and in communities of women working to support each other’s strong voices. As women actually feel the power of their voices—and practice using these strong voices to participate in imagining and critiquing new income-generating possibilities—they become authors, actors and participants in improving their own lives.
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